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General 
savic-net FX is our BMS that manages the building facilities. 
Inheriting the concept of Open Evolution, we actualize the 
cutting-edge BMS by maintaining the compatibility with 
conventional systems and adopting versatile technology.  

The operations of supervisory terminal and system 
expansion have become easier with the latest technologies 
called IP/Linux/Java as a platform. This allows not only the 
building manager, but the building owner and the end-users 
to operate BMS, to manage information on BMS, and to 
directly retrieve necessary information at any time. Flexible 
building operations are thus enabled. 

Management Integration Server (MIS), System Management 
Server (SMS), Data Storage Server (DSS) and System Core 
Server (SCS) are Web servers and enable your PC to 
supervise and to control the BMS as the supervisory terminal 
(client PC). Any PC that meets our specification requirement 
can be client PC with browser software. 

- MIS: SMS and DSS are combined and integrated into  
 a single MIS. 
 (SMS and DSS may be used instead of MIS 
 for your system. MIS cannot be mixed with 
 SMS and DSS in the same system.) 

- SMS: SMS consolidates the overall system. 

 

- DSS: Web-based server to save building energy data. 

- SCS: Core of the system to consolidate the DDC 
 controller group.  
 SCS controls DDC controllers. 

The optimum distributed autonomous control system is 
configured in the overall system including DDC. The whole 
system therefore is not affected even when a trouble occurs 
or during maintenance. Integrated management for building 
facilities (including air conditioning, electricity, chiller plant, 
plumbing, and fire control), optimum facilities operation by 
the optimum function distribution, various control programs in 
coordination, and user terminals for end-users operation 
provide efficiency, convenience, and comfortable 
environment as well as energy conservation. 
BMS: building management system 
DDC: direct digital control 
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Safety Instructions 
Please read instructions carefully and use the product as specified in this manual. Be sure to keep this manual nearby for ready 
reference. 
savic-net FX Building Management System requires periodic inspection and maintenance. For details, please ask our sales 
personnel. 

Usage Restrictions 

The products in this manual are targeted for general air conditioning. Do not use the products in situations where human life 
may be at risk from air conditioning applications. For applications such as in clean rooms or other spaces where reliability or 
control accuracy are critical, please contact your our sales representatives. Azbil Corporation bears no responsibility for any 
benefit, or lack of benefit, derived from the operation by the customer. 

 
Warnings and Cautions 

 WARNING Alerts users that improper handling may cause death or serious injury. 

 CAUTION Alerts users that improper handling may cause minor injury or material loss. 

 
Signs 

 
Alerts users possible hazardous conditions caused by erroneous operation or erroneous use. The symbol inside  
indicates the specific type of danger.  
(For example, the sign on the left warns of the risk of electric shock.) 

 
Notifies users that specific actions are prohibited to prevent possible danger. The symbol inside  graphically 
indicates the prohibited action.  
(For example, the sign on the left notifies that disassembly is prohibited.)  

 
Instructs users to carry out a specific obligatory action to prevent possible danger. The symbol inside  graphically 
indicates the actual action to be carried out.  
(For example, the sign on the left indicates general instructions.) 

 

 CAUTION 

 
Install and use the product in a location that meets the operating conditions (temperature, humidity, power, vibration, 
shock, mounting direction, atmospheric condition, etc.) as listed in the specifications. 
Failure to do so might cause fire or device failure. 

 Operate the product in the rated range as listed in the specifications. 
Doing so might cause device failure. 

 All wiring must comply with applicable codes and ordinances. 

 Do not disassemble the product. 
Doing so might cause electric shock or device failure. 

 Dispose of the product as industrial waste in accordance with your local regulations. 
Do not reuse all or part of this product. 

 
 Note for This Document 
  This document illustrates the overall system of savic-net FX building management system (BMS).  

   Components and software included in the savic-net FX BMS in this document is an example and may differ from those 
included in your savic-net FX BMS. 

   Specifications of the components and software may change due to their version upgrade. 
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Features 
Operability 
 From data point in the graphic display, you can simply jump to trend graphs and schedules. Besides, you can easily access 

to the desired information with various search function. 

 Real time information including alarms and status change of a facility can be displayed/stored/output in data format. Desired 
information can be retrieved by filtering function and modified by comment writing function anytime you want.  

 Using the Management Integration Server or System Management Server as the control tower, consolidation and 
transmission of various information in the building are performed. Necessary information can be retrieved anytime, by 
anyone, and from anywhere.  

 The settings (ON/OFF) of AHU and lightings can be made from the user terminal of the end-users (e.g., residents). Outdoor 
information such as temperature and rainfall is indicated (displayed) all the time to inform the indoor users of the outdoor 
conditions. 

 Alarms reported to client PC can be sent to a mobile phone via e-mail or Short Message Service. You, even away from the 
building, are therefore notified of the alarms.  

 

Safety/reliability 
 Modularized system with autonomous distributed control ensures reliability and easy maintenance. 

 Communication via BACnet protocol allows to integrate various building facilities into savic-net FX BMS without interface. 

 Management Integration Server (MIS), System Management Server (SMS), and Data Storage Server (DSS) are specially 
developed for savic-net FX BMS. They are equipped with the shock- and vibration-resistant solid-state drive (SSD) that 
does not require a mechanical drive. Using their built-in batteries, MIS, SMS, and DSS go through the shutdown process for 
the power interruption. Even in the event of a power failure, MIS, SMS, and DSS are powered by the built-in battery until 
their successful shutdown. 

 Management Integration Server (MIS), System Management Server (SMS), and Data Storage Server (DSS) are applicable 
to redundancy. And, 48-hour data of the points are saved in System Core Server (SCS) so that the data will not be lost even 
by an unexpected problem. 

 Three direct input terminals (for fire alarm, power supply status, power generator switch) are provided in System Core 
Server (SCS) and PARACONDUCTOR.  
This assures data acquisition and system recovery in the event of power failure. 

 Power transmitted via NC-bus and power for System Core Server (SCS) are supplied from the same power system. Since 
the power system for Management Integration Server (MIS), System Management Server (SMS), etc. is separated from the 
power system for the remote units such as SCS, etc., shutdown of the power system for the remote units will not affect the 
power system for the center units. 

 

Environment-friendly technology 
 savic-net FX promotes printer-less and paper-less to contribute the resource saving. 
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System Configurations 
savic-net FX BMS configuration example 

 
Notes: 
 * MIS manages up to 5,000 objects. 
 * SMS and DSS may be used instead of MIS for your system. MIS cannot be mixed with SMS and DSS in the same system. 
 * Our Model R series controllers communicate with CPL (Controller Peripheral Link, our proprietary protocol) over TIA/EIA-485. Media 

converter therefore is required to connect to SCS (BACnet/IP over ETHERNET). 
 * Though SCS directly communicates with Modbus TCP over ETHERNET, SCS cannot directly communicate with Modbus RTU over 

TIA/EIA-485. Media converter therefore is required to connect to Modbus RTU devices. 
 

Figure 1.  System configuration example: savic-net FX building management system 
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Items shown in Fig. 1 indicate the devices and protocols configuring the system. See Table 1 for the descriptions of our products 
and protocols. 

Table 1.  Our products and protocols configuring savic-net FX building management system 
Item Description 

Annunciator/Graphic Driver Master (AGM) Controller that manages Annunciator and Graphic Driver 
Annunciator — 
Client PC Client computer to supervise (monitor, control, and manage) BMS 
Data Storage Server Data server of building  management system 
Energy Data Server Core server for energy management of building management system 
Graphic Driver — 
Infilex AC AHU controller for LonTalk protocol 
Infilex BC Multipurpose controller for BACnet/IP 
Infilex FC FCU controller for LonTalk protocol 
Infilex GC Multipurpose controller for LonTalk protocol 
Infilex GD Multipurpose data gathering panel for LonTalk protocol 
Infilex VC VAV controller with damper actuator for BACnet MS/TP protocol 

VAV controller with damper actuator for LonTalk protocol 
Infilex ZM Zone manager for LonTalk protocol 
LC-bus LonTalk protocol for remote units (controllers) 
LS-bus LonTalk protocol for sub-remote units (sub-controllers) 
Management Integration Server (MIS) Web-based data server that consolidates all the management functions of BMS 

DSS and SMS functions are integrated in MIS. 
NC-bus Data communication protocol for controller level network (proprietary protocol) 
Neopanel Digital user terminal 
Neoplate Analog user terminal 
Operator Panel Controller data setting device 
PARACONDUCTOR Chiller plant optimization core server 
PARAMATRIX-III Pump/chiller controller for LonTalk protocol 
PARAMATRIX 4 Pump/chiller controller for NC-bus protocol 
R series controllers Single loop controllers Model R series 
System Core Server (SCS) Controller for the remote stations (such as Infilex series and PARAMATRIX) 
System Management Server (SMS) Web-based server of building management system 

AHU: air handling unit 
FCU: fan coil unit 
VAV: variable air volume 
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Table 2.  Products overview 
Product name Overview 

Client PC The client PC supervises the following features: 
  - Monitoring: status, alarms, and measurement of each facility  
  - Operation: remote ON/OFF control 
  - Data output: operating status, alarm status, and measuring data 
  - Data analysis: operating status, alarm status, and measuring data 
Client PC can be installed anywhere as long as the network connection is available. Up to 5 client 
PC allow operators in different locations to supervise the building. (e.g., supervising in the building 
and in the fire control center at the same time.)  

Management Integration Server 
(MIS) 
    SMS and DSS may be used instead 

of MIS for your system.  

MIS integrates in the whole supervisory functions. 
  - Primary collected data in SCS is stored in MIS as BMS base data. In addition, data for 

daily/monthly/yearly report and for trend graphs are processed in MIS.  
  - MIS distributes data to display, set, and control the BMS management information (point 

information, program, etc.) using the browser software of the client PC. 
  - MIS serves the time management master of  the devices in the savic-net FX BMS. (NTP server 

is additionally required for the automatic time correction of the time management master.) 
System Core Server 
(SCS) 

SCS is provided in response to the size of the building, the facilities (equipment), and contents to 
supervise. SCS collects various management information from the remote units, transmits 
information to MIS/SMS, integrates and controls equipment for energy-saving operation, etc. The 
collected data is stored for a certain period of time. SCS also performs different types of integrated 
control including energy saving. Since SCS performs autonomous distributed control, it continues 
the operation even if another part of the system is shut down.  
SCS communicates with the field devices via LonTalk protocol, IP, or TIA/EIA-485, as well as our 
proprietary protocol, NC-bus. This allows you to effectively use your existing controllers. 

Facility Management Station 
(FMS) 

The Facility Management Station consists of the data management function for asset, facility, and 
energy. For efficient facility maintenance, it does a data processing and analytical processing. 

PARACONDUCTOR PARACONDUCTOR manages the chiller plant. PARACONDUCTOR collects various management 
information from the remote units and transmits information to MIS/SMS, saves energy for the 
chiller plant operation, and visualizes the operating status and the effect brought by energy-saving 
operation. Since PARACONDUCTOR performs autonomous distributed control, it continues the 
operation even if another part of the system is shut down. 
PARACONDUCTOR communicates with the field devices via IP or TIA/EIA-485 as well as our 
proprietary protocol, NC-bus. 

Intelligent controllers: 
Infilex series controllers and 
PARAMATRIX 

Infilex series controllers and PARAMATRIX are digital controllers of the respective types of terminal 
units.  
Since the controllers perform autonomous distributed control, they continue normal operation even 
if another part of the system accidentally shuts down.  
Infilex controllers communicate with the client PC via SCS. They receive, for example, the setting 
changes from the client PC and transmit the control data (result value) to the client PC. 
Following models of Infilex controllers and PARAMATRIX are available:  
  - Infilex AC: AHU controller 
  - Infilex GC: Multipurpose controller 
  - Infilex GD: Multipurpose (status, alarms, measuring, etc.) data collecting unit  
  - Infilex VC: VAV controller 
  - Infilex FC: FCU controller 
  - PARAMATRIX: Chiller controller/pump controller 
For field control network, NC-bus our proprietary protocol, LonTalk protocol, and IP are available. 

Neopanel / Neoplate Neopanel/Neoplate is an end-user (in a room) terminal to set/change temperature and fan speed, 
start/stop AHU, and reschedule the AHU operation to extend the operating time. 

NTP: network time protocol 
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Distribution Control System 
Features 
 Risk distribution 

The remote units (also called ‘controllers’ and ‘sub-controllers’) in charge of operating and controlling BMS facilities and 
equipment peform autonomous distributed control. Their performance therefore is hardly affected during periodic 
maintenance or even when a part of the BMS fails, ensuring high control reliability. 

 Expandability 
Since system configuration is flexibly designed and modified in response to applications and size of a building, initial 
investment of the system configuration and cost for future sytem expansion are reduced. 
In addition, platform computer for monitoring and controlling the system (client PC) does not require any specific 
manufacturer or model. That is, your PC can be client PC as long as browser software is installed. 

 User-friendly system 
SCS (System Core Server), provided not only per building facility/equipment but per section/floor of a building, allows you to 
easily check the operating status of each facility and equipment as well as the overall system configuration. 

 

Vertical distribution and horizontal distribution 
Vertical distribution control: 

The vertical distribution of savic-net FX consists of the following 3 levels: 
Integrated management and Data management  Management and control separated by systematic group  
 Individual control. 

The data in the lower level of the system (sub system) is collected by the upper level (host system) so that the whole system 
delivers the highest performance. 

Each level performs autonomous distributed control. This prevents the whole system from being affected when a part of the 
system fails. 

Horizontal distribution control: 

In terms of horizontal distribution, the whole savic-net FX system is separated not only per building facility (HVAC, electricity, 
and fire control) but per floor/zone of a building, and the remote units (controllers and sub-controllers) are arranged to these 
separated zones. 

Each remote unit performs autnomous distributed control. This prevents the whole system from being affected when a trouble 
occurs at a part of the system. 
HVAC: Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Vertical distribution control and horizontal distribution control 
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Functional distribution 
In savic-net FX system, for safety, controllability, and operability, the functions (collection of measuring data and operating 
status, collection and report of alarm data, data storage, management and control per group, and individual control) are 
optimally distributed to the respective units in each level. 

Optimum distribution of control functions: 

The control functions are distributed to the lower level of the system (sub-system). Each level is further divided in accordance 
with the control type (control of a separate remote unit OR control of a systematic group including multiple remote units). This 
ensures safety, harmony between remote units and facilities, and controllability of the overall system. 

Optimum distribution of monitoring and management functions: 

Management Integration Server (or System Management Server and Data Storage Server) achieves both management and 
monitoring functions that contain different requirements for real-time operation.  
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Redundant System 
savic-net FX, in addition to the distribution control, offers backup of the host system, remote station, and the network between 
the host system and the remote station. This ensures high reliability of the major BMS operations such as supervisory control 
and data storage even if a hardware fails or even during periodic maintenance. 
 
Redundant MIS (SMS and DSS): 

MIS (SMS and DSS) of line A and of line B back up for each other. If one of the MIS (SMS and DSS) fails or is in maintenance, 
the other backs up the system operation. 
 
Redundant SCS: 

SCS of line A and of line B back up for each other. If one of the SCS fails or is in maintenance, the other backs up the system 
operation. This SCS also continues supervisory control and data collection for primary (short-time) storage, leading to secured 
and high-quality building management. 

 

Redundant ETHERNET (between system control panel and SCS): 

Model NX-SWBR (our switching hub for ring network), mainly provided in critical systems, allows redundancy of ETHERNET 
network (between the system control panel and SCS). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Note: 
Model NX-SWBR is our switching hub for ring network. 

Figure 3.  Redundant system 
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Monitoring 
Despite the large amount of data points, operator support functions including simple operation and various data display enable 
you to retrieve accurate information and to effectively monitor and manage the system. 
Thus, monitoring and management work is reduced, and quality of building operation is improved. 

 
Table 3.  Operator support functions (1/2) 

Function Description 
Group list display Data points separated per systematic group are displayed in a list. Batch operation is available for 

start/stop point and setpoints of a group. 
With the user group list function, an operator can arrange the list by adding/deleting points to/from the 
list. 

Graphic 
(1000 graphs max./system) 

Information regarding each data point in the building is displayed in the high-definition graphic display. 
In the display, it is also possible to assign the buttons (links) for jump to other relevant screens. 
Information spread over the multiple screens thus can be easily obtained. 
In addition, information on data points is displayed using the following functions: 
Color changes in symbol graphic forms, numeric value display, animation of equipment operating 
status (e.g., fan), color indication for wiring and piping in active state. 
Multiple pieces of information shown in one graphic thus can be easily obtained. Static images 
(photographic data, etc.) can be inserted in the graphic as well. 
The graphic size can be reduced or enlarged when needed. Also the size of a specified area can be 
enlarged.  
Registrable items (point information): 200 items (data points + button images (links)) 

Operator access control Maximum of 200 operators can be registered with the user ID and password. Access to the system is 
thus controlled depending on the operators’ tasks. 

Screen scroll For the information which cannot be displayed on a single screen such as a list display, the up-down 
screen can be scrolled up and down, and the required information can be displayed or obtained easily. 

Multi-window display 
(Max. 4 screens/system) 

4 screens can be displayed simultaneously (in piles). The screens are automatically positioned in place 
so that an operator can obtain data from multiple screens with simple operations. 

Point details display  Point details are displayed by selecting a point in the group list/graphic display. Point details display 
shows information contained in the point and allows to turn on/off and set equipment. Start/stop 
operations of equipment and point information setting can be performed as well. The detailed data 
including time schedule and trend of data point is displayed in the point details display. 

New alarm display System status is monitored for 24 hours a day. An alarm detected is informed with indicator (icon), 
message display (new alarm), and buzzer. The graphic and the point guidance display forcibly appear. 
To display alarm history, alarm dashboard is called by clicking the new alarm display window. 

User menu setting Up to 23 screens frequently used can be registered as user menu. User menu screens can be 
arranged and set for each user, so that the users can register screens necessary for their operations. 

Screen history display Up to 20 previously displayed screens are stored to re-display. 
Buzzer output Alarm buzzer has 4 different sounds. Each sound indicates alarm level. Function key of the keyboard 

stops the buzzer sound. 
Alarm voice message Alarm can be informed with voice message. Alarm is informed either with buzzer or with voice 

message. For each data point, buzzer or voice message (including message type) is selectable. 
Operation confirmation message 
[optional] 

For start/stop points, either two-step or three-step action to command start/stop is selected. 
three-step action includes confirmation step before start/stop command is actually output. 
This prevents mis-operation of important equipment that may cause hazardous accident (e.g., 
equipment in power receiving/transforming facility). 
Operation image 
- Two-step action: Select equipment → Select start or stop → Enter 
- Three-step action: Select equipment → Select start or stop → 
  Confirm the command with the confirmation message→ Enter 

Operation confirmation message 
setup 

Confirmation message for the three-step action can be selected and set. 

Continuous operation time monitoring 
[optional] 

To prevent facility equipment from running idle, facility equipment is monitored for its continuous 
operation time. When it keeps running longer than the preset time, alarm signal is output. 

Point guidance 
[optional] 

Detailed information (e.g., alarm processing method and contact address for alarm report) related to a 
data point is shown in the point display, alarm dashboard, and various list display. Display contents can 
be added/deleted, and an operator therefore can obtain detailed information regarding the point. 
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Table 3.  Operator support functions (2/2) 
Function Description 

Point list display The following data points can be displayed in a list. By filtering function, the points under specified 
conditions can be displayed in a list as well. 
1) Points in “Alarm” 

List of the alarm points is displayed. 
2) Points in “Run” 

List of the start/stop points and status points that are in ON (running) state is displayed. 
3) Points in “Stop” 

List of the start/stop points and status points that are in OFF (stop) state is displayed. 
4) Points in “Maintenance” 

List of the points requiring maintenance is displayed. 
5) Points in “Trouble” 

List of the points in trouble is displayed. 
6) Time program 

List of start time and stop time of the time program is displayed. 
Batch program setting 
[optional] 

Multiple programs can be changed by one setting operation. Programs with the same setting can be 
grouped, and the grouped programs can be changed by one operation. Even a program of one SCS 
and another program of another SCS can be included in the same group, as long as the setting of 
each program is the same. 
Batch setting is applicable to: 
1) Time program (500 programs per system) 
2) Setpoint schedule (50 programs per system) 
3) Measured value (high/low limit) ([Batch setting] tab) 
4) Measured value (absolute/deviation) ([Batch setting] tab) 
5) Seasonal changeover (50 programs per system) 

Point search All the points can be searched by the point type (status point, measuring point, setpoint, totalizer 
point) or by the point name, and the searched points are displayed in a list. 

Alarm notification via e-mail or Short 
Message Service 
[optional] 

An alarm initiated (due to a building facility trouble, etc.) is sent to a building manager's computer or 
mobile device via e-mail or Short Message Service. A building manager thus is informed of the alarm 
instantly when it is detected, even while he/she is not operating the client PC. 
(Outgoing server (SMTP) is required for this function.) 

Screen capture Screen capture (whole screen image including window of savic-net FX) on the client PC display can 
be printed and saved in JPEG file format. 

Sequential screens call 
[optional] 

Screens heavily accessed can be registered and sequentially displayed by a single operation. This 
function is suitable for displaying certain screens to regularly check your building conditions. 

SMTP: Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
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Data Management 
Efficient building management is enabled based on the large amount of information collected and stored in the BMS. Information 
stored in the BMS can be displayed in tables and various graphical formats suitable for your application. The effective analysis 
of the various types of information supports to perform the efficient equipment operation, to provide comfortable environment, 
and to save energy. 

 
Table 4.  Data management functions (1/3) 

Function Description 
Alarm dashboard 
(Max. 1000 files/system,  
 5000 items/file) 
[optional] 

The information of the alarms, status changes etc. that are chronologically occurred is displayed on 
the alarm dashboard screen. The required information can be retrieved from the whole information by 
optional character-string search. 
For example, the alarm information, equipment start/stop information, and status change information 
can be retrieved by the search and used as a regular alarm history and an operation/status change 
history. Retrieved data is output in CSV file. 
In addition, unchecked alarms can be shown in a list so that you can check all the alarms reported. 
Data files in PDF format can automatically (once a day) be saved in client PC and printed on paper. 

Daily report display/print 
(Max. 150 pages/system, 
 17 items/page)  
 
Max. registrable points: 
10,000 points including measuring 
points and totalizer  points 

Measured values and totalized values are displayed on the screen, and the daily reports of electricity 
and of air-conditioning operations are prepared.  
Daily report for a previous day (in PDF (print image)) is automatically saved in a client PC and printed 
once a day.  
Daily reports for 1 year back from the current day can be manually displayed and printed at your 
convenience. Daily report displayed on the screen can be automatically or manually output in CSV 
format as well. 
Items to display  
(Select 1 item for hourly report data and multiple items for daily or monthly report data.) 
Hourly report data: 

Totalizer point: On-the-hour value or totalized value 
Measuring point: On-the-hour value, maximum value, minimum value, or average value  

Daily report data: 
Totalizer point: Total for the selected day, total for the previous day, maximum value, minimum 
value, average value, load factor, or reading value 
Measuring point: Maximum value, minimum value, average value, or reading value 

Monthly report data: 
Totalizer point: Total for the month where the selected day is included (from the first day to the 
selected day), total for the previous month, maximum value, minimum value, average value, or 
load actor 
Measuring point: Maximum value, minimum value, or average value 

Monthly report display/print 
(Max. 150 pages/system, 
 17 items/page) 
 
Max. registrable points: 10,000 points 
including measuring points and 
totalizer points 

Measured values and totalized values are displayed on the screen, and the monthly reports of 
electricity and of air-conditioning operations are prepared.  
Monthly report for a previous month (in PDF (print image)) is automatically saved in a client PC and 
printed once a month.  
Monthly reports for 10 years back from  the current month can be manually displayed and printed at 
your convenience. Monthly report displayed on the screen can be automatically or manually output in 
CSV format as well. 
Items to display  
(Select 1 item for daily report data and multiple items for monthly and yearly report data.) 
Daily report data: 

Totalizer point: Average value, maximum value, minimum value, daily total, or daily load factor 
Measuring point: Average value, maximum value, or minimum value 

Monthly report data: 
Totalizer point: Total for the selected month (from the following day after the previous due date to 
the due date of the selected month) , total for the previous month, maximum value, minimum value, 
average value, or load factor 
Measuring point: Maximum value, minimum value, or average value 

Yearly report data: 
Totalizer point: Total for the year where the selected month is included (from January to the 
selected month), total for the previous year, maximum value, minimum value, average value, or 
lead factor 
Measuring point: Maximum value, minimum value, or average value 
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Table 4.  Data management functions (2/3) 
Function Description 

Yearly report display/print 
(Max. 150 pages/system, 
 17 items/page) 
 
Max. registrable points: 10,000 points 
including measuring points and 
totalizer points 

Measured values and totalized values are displayed on the screen, and the yearly reports of 
electricity and of air-conditioning operations are prepared.  
Yearly report for a previous year (in PDF format (print image)) is automatically saved in a client PC 
and printed once a year.  
Yearly reports for the last 9 years and the current year can be manually displayed and printed at your 
convenience. Yearly report displayed on the screen can be automatically or manually output in CSV 
format as well. 
Items to display  
(Select 1 item for monthly report data and multiple items for yearly report data) 
Monthly report data: 

Totalizer point: Average value, maximum value, minimum value, monthly total, or monthly load 
factor 
Measuring point: Average value, maximum value, or minimum value 

Yearly report data: 
Totalizer point: Total for the current year, total for the previous year, maximum value, minimum 
value, average value, or load factor 
Measuring point: Maximum value, minimum value, or average value 

Single-point trend graph display By switching the tabs of point operation screen, historical data of each point is displayed in the trend 
graph (bar graph only for totalized values) format. 
Display time width: 48 hours 
Display (stored) data 
- Measuring point: for 48 hours (measured per minute) 
- Totalizing point: for 48 hours (totalized per hour) 
- Start/stop point: for 48 hours (up to 200 status changes) 
- Status point: for 48 hours (up to 200 status changes) 
- Setpoint: for 48 hours (set per minute) 

Trending display/print 
(400 graphs/system, 8 points/graph) 

Up to 8 data points among measuring points, totalizer points, and operating status (ON/OFF) can be 
chosen in combination and displayed in graph format. The points are displayed in: line graph/bar 
graph/layer graph/combination (line and bar) graphs/combination (line and stacked) graphs.  
Either 2 or 8 vertical axes can be set for graph. 
  Display point types: All the points except alarm points and fire control points 
  Display time width: - 2 to 48 hours for minute data 

- 2 to 31 days for daily report (hourly data) 
- 2 to 12 months for monthly report (daily data) 
- 2 to 3 years for yearly report (monthly data) 

 Note: 
For daily reports, monthly reports, and yearly reports,  
measuring points + totalizing points  10,000 points can be displayed.  
All other points except alarm points can be displayed for daily, monthly, and yearly reports. 

  Display data volume for each time width: 
 - 40 days back from the current time for minute data 

- 13 months back from  the current day for daily report (hourly data) 
- 10 years back from  the current month for monthly report (daily data) 
- 10 years back from the current year for yearly report (monthly data) 

User data processing 
(Max. 4,000,000 data items) 

Historical data of measured value and totalized value stored in Management Integration Server/Data 
Storage Server can be either automatically (once a day) or manually output in client PC. This data is 
effectively processed and analyzed using the database/spreadsheet software. 
- Output file format: CSV 
- Data collection period: Data for each grouped point is collected at one of the following periods. 

1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 120, 180, 240, 360, 480, 720 minutes for 
ON/OFF point, measuring point, status change point, setpoint 
30, 60, 120, 180, 240, 360, 480, 720 minutes for totalizer point 

- Target data points: Max. 30 points/group, max. 400 groups 
- Collection duration: Data collection continues during one of the following durations. 

10, 20, 40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 400 days 
Color data grid  
(Max. 500 groups) 
[optional] 

Data of analog points (measuring points, setpoints), totalizer points, and digital points (start/stop 
points, status points) for 24 hours are divided and colored by threshold, and displayed in graph. 
Color data grid function thus visualizes ON/OFF status of multiple pieces of equipment, temperature 
setting of multiple zones. 
- Data type: One-minute data for past 40 days stored in Management Integration 

Server/Data Storage Server 
(Totalizer points: 30-minute data) 

- Number of points: 50,000 points (100 points x 500 groups) 
- Time range of data: selectable from 1-, 5-, 10-, 15-, 30-, or 60-minute interval 
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Table 4.  Data management functions (3/3) 
Function Description 

Automatic data output integration 
(Max. 3 client PC) 
[optional] 

1-minute data stored in Management Integration Server/Data Storage Server is automatically output 
per group list in CSV files and automatically saved in a folder you specify in the client PC. 
With the optional alarm dashboard, daily/monthly/yearly report display/print, user data processing, 
power demand history functions, these data is automatically output in PDF files and automatically 
saved in a folder you specify in the client PC. 

Equipment runtime totalization / 
equipment ON/OFF count totalization  

Runtime duration and ON/OFF count of equipment are totalized to check maintenance necessity. 

Runtime monitoring / ON/OFF counting 
(Max. 10,000 monitoring targets: 100 
targets respectively for runtime and 
ON/OFF count  50 groups) 
[optional] 

Equipment runtime and ON/OFF count are totalized, and the equipment operating status is 
monitored. For the maintenance request, a certain level of runtime and ON/OFF count of each 
equipment is preset, so that an operator can tell when each equipment requires maintenance. 
Runtime and ON/OFF count of each equipment are totalized from when each equipment is started up 
for the first time (grand totalization), and from when each equipment is started up after the 
maintenance (post-maintenance totalization). After the maintenance, equipment runtime and 
ON/OFF count for the maintenance request are manually reset. 
List of all the targets (equipment to be monitored) or of the targets reaching the preset runtime and 
ON/OFF count for the maintenance request can be displayed and output into PDF to print. 

Overtime running request 
management 
(Max. 1,000 air-conditioning units/ 
system can be requested.) 
[optional] 

Request for extending the air-conditioning operation schedule (operating hours) from the client PC 
and from the user terminal Neopanel is stored in Management Integration Server (MIS) or Data 
Storage Server (DSS). Each piece of request data in MIS/DSS can be displayed and printed in the 
result list. This function allows an operator to constantly acquire and manage the status of air 
conditioning operation schedule extended and to effectively control chiller plant equipment. 
Past request data for 2 months can be stored, and the following lists can be displayed and printed for 
effective management. 
- Results list: Request result data is displayed and printed in a list. (1 list/1 target 

air-conditioning unit) 
- Monthly total list: Monthly request result data (e.g., total extended time) of each 

air-conditioning unit is displayed and printed in a list. 
- Past request list: Past request list for a specified period are displayed and printed. 

Meter-reading 
(Max. 3,000 meters: 1,500 actual 
meters + 1,500 logical meters) 
[optional] 

Meter-reading data of tenant utilities (electricity, gas, water, etc.) and overtime running data of tenant 
air conditioning are automatically collected and calculated for monthly charges. 
Calculated data is reviewed by comparing to the data of previous month and to the data of the same 
month previous year.  
The data can manually be output in CSV and PDF (print image) files.  

Note: 
  * To use the meter-reading function for billing, consultation between a building owner and tenant users are required. 
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Display of Building Operating Information 
By using the huge amount of data collected by savic-net FX, building operating information such as energy-saving information 
(how much energy savic-net FX saves) is displayed in the monitor to show the visitors to the building and to encourage building 
residents to save energy. 

 
Table 5.  Display of building operating information 

Function Description 
Full screen display 
[optional] 

Pre-specified graphic data is displayed in the large screen monitor. Additionally, graphic and other 
screens are sequentially and repeatedly displayed according to the preset scenario (displaying 
patterns) to show visitors the building operating information. 
In the graphic display, present time (year, month, day, hour, minute, second), past data 
(daily/monthly/yearly report data), and alarm message indicating excess of the target are shown. 
- Scenario: Max. 24 scenarios and displaying time (10 to 360 seconds, with 10 seconds 

increment) of each screen in the scenario are set. 
- Screen refresh: Every 60 seconds for digital and analog points 
- Start time: Start time (hh:mm) of each scenario is set to automatically change the scenario at 

the preset time. 
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Air-Conditioning Management 
savic-net FX provides the most efficient control system with lean management in response to various air-conditioning control 
system. Based on the preset environmental conditions including temperature and humidity, optimum control is performed 
referring to outside air temperature and humidity, seasonal conditions, and room conditions. In addition to the preset 
temperature and humidity, setpoint entered by an end-user through the user terminal device and setpoint for energy-saving and 
cost-saving are also the factors to harmonize for the optimum environmental control. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.  System configuration example: Air-conditioning management 

 
Table 6.  Functions of the products configuring savic-net FX system  

Module Description 
System Core Server (SCS) Control function: 

SCS manages the point information and time schedules of Infilex GC and other remote units 
connected, and performs energy-saving control. 
Communication function: 
SCS communicates with the remote units connected via LonTalk protocol, IP, or NC-bus (proprietary 
protocol). Additionally, multiple SCS exchange data via BACnet/IP. 
Data storage function: 
Time-series data of measured value, setpoint (at period per minute) and metered value (at period per 
30 minute) for 48 hours are stored in SCS. 

Infilex AC 
Infilex GC 

Infilex AC and Infilex GC control AHU and Outdoor AHU (OAHU). Infilex AC and Infilex GC receive 
start/stop command and setpoint change command from the client PC, perform the actual operations 
according to the commands, and send the feedbacks to SCS. 

Infilex GD Infilex GD collects status, alarm, and measured values and send them to SCS. 
Infilex VC / Infilex FC  
with Infilex ZM 

Infilex VC/Infilex FC controls individual air conditioning unit such as VAV/FCU/simple AHU. Infilex 
VC/Infilex FC receives start/stop command and setpoint change command from the client PC through 
Infilex ZM, perform the actual operations according to the commands, and send the feedbacks to 
SCS through Infilex ZM. 

Neopanel, Neoplate User terminals Neopanel and Neoplate enable to set room temperature and fan speed, to start/stop 
AHU, and to extend operation schedule (operating hours) of air conditioning unit (only for Neopanel) 
at a remote location (e.g., in a separate room). 

R series controller  
(Model R15/R35/R36) 

R series controller is a single loop controller with PID control applicable to various types of input. 
Either relay contact output or current output is selectable for control output. 
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Table 7.  Air conditioning management function  
Function Description 

Calendar control 
(1 system calendar/system, 
max. 500 calendars/system,  
max. 100 calendars/SCS) 

Calendar information (normal and priorities 1 to 3) can be set for each management group. For the 
priorities 1 to 3 calendars, calendar information for 2 years can be specified. To apply the same 
holiday calendar information to multiple management groups, system calendar facilitates the 
calendar operation.  
Calendar information is traceable up to 1 year to display. 

Time program control 
(Max. 150 programs/SCS) 

Equipment operation schedule (normal schedule pattern and specified schedule pattern in response 
to the priorities 1 to 3, 8 ON/OFF controls per day) is controlled according to the calendar information. 
Schedule information for 1 week (from the current day) is transmitted to the remote units including 
Infilex series controllers. (The connected remote units actually start/stop the target equipment in 
accordance with the schedule.) 
Up to 30 equipment can be registered, and ON/OFF status of the target equipment is displayed on the 
time program screen. 

Schedule composition control 
(Max. 10 programs/SCS) 
[optional] 

The earliest startup time and the very last shutdown time are combined among multiple time 
schedules to perform effective time program control. 
This eliminates the setting operation of the unit with multiple time schedules. (e.g., light in a shared 
area) 

Event program control 
(Max. 250 programs/SCS) 

Multiple pieces of facility equipment perform link control. Link control is also executed when alarm 
occurs. 
Initiation factor of the link control is determined by logical operators AND and OR. 

Seasonal changeover control 
(Max. 16 systems/SCS) 
[optional] 

Seasonal information used for energy-saving control and for digital controller control, is sorted by 
cooling mode, heating mode, cooling/heating mode, and fan mode. (Maximum of 8 times per year)  
The modes are switched over on the specified dates. Start/stop operation can be commanded to 
equipment on the switchover date. 

Setpoint schedule control 
(Max. 500 programs/SCS) 
[optional] 

Setpoint is automatically changed during a predetermined period, on a predetermined day of the 
week, at a predetermined time. 
This function enables to change temperature setpoint at the seasonal change and to change the 
room temperature setting to the preset temperature at a predetermined time every day. 
Besides, the function to detect increase in energy consumption disables to output the setpoint if the 
setpoint to be changed consumes more energy than the current setpoint. 

Duty cycle control 
(Max. 50 programs/SCS) 
[optional] 

Energy and electric power used for operating air conditioning and chiller plant are saved by 
intermittent operation of air conditioning unit and other devices. 
OFF devices are turned on again at the preset temperature or CO2 concentration. 
Shutdown of each device for intermittent operation is shifted at the equal interval to balance the load. 
For example, AHU fan power can be reduced without being turned off (peak power can be reduced) 
by sequentially turning off the VAV units. 

Outdoor air cooling control Outdoor and indoor thermal environments are compared. When savic-net FX judges outdoor air 
cooling is effective, the savic-net FX increases outdoor air intake. 

Optimum start/stop control 
(Max. 50 programs/SCS for air 
conditioning, , 
Max. 10 programs/SCS for chiller 
plant) 
[optional] 

Learning algorithm is used for this control so that room temperature reaches the preset temperature 
when the scheduled time has come with the shortest period of the air-conditioning unit warm-up 
operation. 
As for the unit shutdown time, the unit is shut down ahead of the scheduled time if the current room 
temperature is determined to satisfy the temperature setting until the scheduled time. 
This learning algorithm is applicable to the various conditions. (e.g., room conditions after a 
holiday/consecutive holidays.) 
Additionally, the optimum start/stop operation schedule of air-conditioning units is linked to chiller 
plant equipment, and chiller plant equipment therefore performs optimum operation. 

Setpoint interlock control 
(Max. 100 programs/SCS) 
[optional] 

Measured data or setpoint (of room temperature, for example) is linked to other setpoints. That is, the 
measured data or the setpoint is output to the other setpoints, and the other setpoints becomes the 
same as the measured data or setpoint (+/- differential). 
This function saves energy for air conditioning during winter time by correcting the set temperature in 
room perimeter zone (1 °C lower than the set temperature in room interior zone) and enhances 
building operator's work efficiency by changing multiple setpoints with a single operation. 

Conditional setpoint control 
(Max. 200 programs/SCS) 
[optional] 

Setpoint (of room temperature, for example) is automatically changed according to the 
predetermined conditions. Setpoints for various conditions (operating pattern, operating sequence, 
etc.) are preset to widen the acceptable range of the setpoint, leading to energy saving. 
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Chiller Plant System Management 
Wide range of chiller plant equipment is available today including heat pump chiller, turbo refrigerator, absorption refrigerator, 
etc. Also there are various piping systems such as close system, district heating and cooling system, etc. 

savic-net FX system offers the various controller systems corresponding to these different types of chiller plant systems. Highly 
efficient operation is best suited to energy saving control, not only for chiller plant equipment but for the supply system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.  System configuration example: Chiller plant system management 
 

Table 8.  Chiller plant system management function 
Function Description 

Multiple units sequential control of 
chillers or other chiller plant equipment 

In combination with PARAMATRIX Chiller Controller, multiple units sequential control corresponding 
to the characteristics of electric refrigerator and chilled water generator is performed for efficient 
operation as well as energy saving. 

Variable water volume (VWV) control 
of primary pumps 

In combination with PARAMATRIX Pump Controller, the inverter controls primary pump (supply 
pump) speed according to changes in load (flow rate) required for building AHU so that the pumping 
power is reduced leading to energy conservation. 

Multiple units sequential control of 
chilled/hot water pumps 

In combination with PARAMATRIX Pump Controller, the number of secondary pumps (transport 
pump) is optimally controlled, so that the pumping power is reduced leading to energy conservation 
and labor saving. 

VWV control of secondary pumps In combination with PARAMATRIX Pump Controller, the VSD controls secondary pump speed so 
that supply pressure of the secondary pump is maintained at the constant level. The pumping power 
is thus reduced leading to energy conservation. 
Besides, estimated terminal pressure control (variable supply pressure control based on the load 
(flow rate) required for building AHU), terminal pressure control, VWV control (pressure setpoint 
optimization control), etc achieves further energy conservation. 

VWV control of condenser water 
pumps 

The VSD controls  condenser water pump speed according to changes in load (flow rate) required for 
building AHU. Pump power is thus considerably reduced leading to energy conservation. 

Display of operating status 
(with PARACONDUCTOR) 

In combination with the operation trend display function of  PARACONDUCTOR, ON/OFF status, 
supply water temperature, and change in load of chiller plant equipment are simultaneously checked. 
This function facilitates to check operating status of chiller plant equipment such as chillers and 
pumps. 

Visualization of energy-saving effect In combination with the energy-saving effect display function of PARACONDUCTOR, energy-saving 
effect (how much energy the energy-saving applications such as the VWV control of secondary 
pumps, VWV control of primary pumps, VWV control of chilled water pumps, etc.) in the chiller plant 
system can save) is displayed in graphs. 

VSD: variable speed drive 
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Electricity/Lighting Management 
For safe and efficient use of electricity, 

 Power, current, and power factor are measured. 

 Conditions of power receiving and of power inputting to relay, ground fault/leakage, operating status of power generator are 
monitored. 

 Electricity is overall controlled based on the measured and monitored data, and controlling data is recorded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  System configuration example: Electricity/lighting management 
 

Table 9.  Electricity/lighting management functions 
Function Description 

Power demand control / 
Power demand history 
(Max. 1 group/SCS, 
max. 16 groups/system) 
[optional] 

Power consumption per 15 minutes forecasted based on 15-minute moving average is called 
‘demand value’. If the demand value is forecasted to exceed a specified rate, some of the units in 
operation, which are preset to shut down, are shut down, and inverter output value is modified. The 
actual power consumption thus does not exceed the specified rate. This function is applicable to the 
electric power control contracted with your utility company.  
Specified power consumption rate of the power demand control can be switched automatically 
depending on the seasons and time zones for energy saving control. 
The results of the power demand control can be displayed as graphs of measured value and of daily 
report demand values, load factor, target values, and measured values for trend analysis of power 
usage. 
The following is data for the power demand history. 
- Daily report:  
  Stores 400 days data of demand values, load factors, target values, measured values at 15-minute 
  interval. 

Power factor improvement control 
(Max.1 group/SCS)  
[optional] 

To improve the decreasing power factor of receiving power due to air conditioning load and plumbing 
system operating load, synchronous condenser is turned on and off to control power factor at the 
target level. 

Power failure/restoration control When power failure occurs, unnecessary alarms are controlled, and the units, which are preset to 
forcibly start up, are started up. When power is restored, the loads in the system are controlled for 
recovery (start output control) so that the unit operation status is the same as what is supposed to be 
at that time. 

Generator load distribution control 
(Max. 1 group/SCS, 
max. 16 groups/system) 
[optional] 

During power failure, units are started up and shut down in the order predetermined based on the 
power generator load.  

Substation facility monitoring Input and output data of breakers and disconnectors in the substation facility are send to the 
programmable logic controller (PLC) and managed by SCS for PLC. This offers high-speed 
monitoring of analog values of current and voltage. 
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Plumbing System Management 
Building plumbing system is efficiently controlled offering functional operations and is managed to prevent troubles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7.  System configuration example: Plumbing system management 

 
Table 10. Plumbing system management functions 

Function Description 
Hot water tank control Temperature of the hot water tank (inside) is controlled for the stable supply of hot water. 
Water supply pressure control The number of operating pumps and the pump speed are controlled so that the water supply pressure 

from the tank is constant.  
 

 

Fire Control System Management 
Fire control system, which is a sub-system of BMS, is composed of automatic fire alarm receiver, various types of fire protection 
equipment, and the like. Building fire control facilities and equipment are monitored, controlled, and managed for its interlocking 
operation.  

Fire control system is connected with Management Integration Server (MIS) or System Management Server (SMS) and other 
sub-systems. This allows the fire control system to be monitored and controlled from the client PC and to interlock with other 
facility equipment. 

 
Table 11.  Fire control system management functions 

Function Description 
Air conditioning units shutdown in case 
of fire 

When fire is detected in a zone, air conditioning facilities and ventilation facilities in that zone are shut 
down to prevent the spread of the fire. 

Monitoring Fire alarm reports received by an automatic fire alarm receiver and by a gas leakage receiver are 
sent to the operator logging on the system via the client PC. 
On the client PC display, fire spot is shown in plan and in section of the building. 
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User Terminals 
End-users in separate locations (e.g., room residents) can respectively create preferable environment of their own spaces by 
setting temperature and humidity, turning on and off their air-conditioning units. The BMS client PC can control the end-users 
operations via the user terminals, on the other hand. The BMS client PC enables/disables operations from the user terminals 
depending on the time zones, sets high and low limits of temperature and humidity, monitors the user terminal operations, and 
saves the user terminals operation records. Energy used throughout the building is therefore saved. 

The user terminal also indicates outdoor information including wet weather indication. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8.  System configuration example: User terminals connection 

 
Table 12.  Neopanel functions 

Function Description 
Operations and display of facility equipment Setting of room temperature. 

Start and stop of the air-conditioning unit. 
Turning on and off of the lights. 
Setting of FCU fan speed. 

Overtime running of the air-conditioning unit Extending of scheduled running time of the air-conditioning unit. 
Weather information indication Display of wet weather (rain) indication. 
User terminal setting through the client PC Schedule (time zones) setting for user terminal operation enabled and disabled. 

High and low limits setting of temperature. 
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Energy Management 
Energy Data Server (EDS) is designed for building energy management to be added on the savic-net FX BMS. EDS visualizes 
your energy consumption in many ways and offers highly functional energy management. EDS thus will facilitate to understand 
and analyze energy consumption of your building or factory.  

For energy management, point data (digital points, analog points, totalizer points) are automatically collected from BMS and 
saved in EDS as database. The database is totaled for the respective periods for daily, monthly, yearly, year unit reports to 
illustrate energy consumption and operating status in graphs and graph data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9.  System configuration example: Energy management 

 
Table 13.  Energy management function 

Function Description 
Energy management 
(Max. 5000 points) 
(Analog/digital 10-minute data: 4 years 
including current year,  
hour data: 4 years including current year,  
monthly/yearly/year unit data: 15 years,  
graphs: 600 graphs) 
[optional] 

Energy, environment, operating status data collected by BMS are stored in EDS. Stored data 
are displayed in graphs of daily/monthly/yearly/year unit reports.  
Characterization graphs such as stacked graph (with upward and downward bars), pie chart, 
scatter chart, and histogram are supported to describe energy use trend  and operating 
characteristics. 
In addition, time zone data filtering, logic operation (basic arithmetic operation) functions are 
supported only when air conditioning units are in operation. This enables to understand 
energy use trend and energy cost for regular air conditioning operation. 
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Client PC: Operator Interface (OI) of the savic-net FX 
Features 
 Various types and size of computer display are applicable to the OI. 

 Points information can be retrieved from the point graphic display. 

 User menu can be freely edited in response to the system operations. 
 
Screen configuration 
The screens shown in the OI of the savic-net FX center unit (client PC) are configured with the following areas offering high 
operability.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10.  Screen configuration 

System menu bar area 
System menu bar area (button) is always displayed and can be clicked regardless of 
the screen types. 
- Monitoring: Group list, graphic display, list 
- Management: Historical data management 
- Control: Fire control, power failure restoration, time program, and various types 

of controls 
- System: BMS management, monitoring, setting, operation, engineering 
- User Menu: Menu edited by user 

Login user display area 
Users logging in the system are 
displayed.  Login and logout 
operations can be performed here. 

Screen display area 
Graph, list, program screens are displayed in this area.  
Multiple screens can be displayed in piles (multi-window 
display).  The screens higher than this area is displayed with 
screen-scroll (up and down) function. 

System status display area 
System operating status is displayed in 
this bar area. 

New alarm display area 
Description of the latest reported alarm is displayed.  Alarm dashboard is called by 
double-clicking this area. 

System indicator area 
Alarm initiation is indicated by "BUZZER" indicator and the audible buzzer.  
"BUZZER" indicator and the audible buzzer are turned off by clicking the "BUZZER" 
indicator  
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Screens hierarchy 
From the base screen, the further level of hierarchy provides more detailed information. This facilitates an operator to acquire 
information needed. Additionally, frequently used screens can be set to jump with a simple operation. The screen operations are 
thus arranged corresponding to the system operations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11.  Screens hierarchy 
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Specifications of savic-net FX System Components 
 

Table 14.  Specifications of the system components (1/3) 
Item Specification 

Client PC Windows 10 CPU: 
 
Memory: 
OS 
 
 
 
Browser: 
Plugin: 
 
 
Simultaneous logins: 

Intel Core  i3-6100*1 

Intel Core  i5-4310M*1 

4 GB or more 
Microsoft Windows 10 Pro (64-bit) 
If the client PC is prepared by the customer, please check the tested version 
of Windows with the following URL. 
http://www.azbil.com/products/building/win10ver_list.html 
Microsoft Edge for business version: 91.0.864.71 or later,  

or Internet Explorer 11.0 (32-bit) 
Java execution environment 
Oracle Open JRE11.0.2 (64-bit) 
Adobe Acrobat Reader DC 
Max. 5 logins acceptable simultaneously*2 

 Note: Though the client PC is available at Azbil Corporation, any computer that satisfies the above 
specifications can be used as the client PC. 

Color graphic display (LCD) of 
client PC  

Size (resolution): 
 
 
 
Display colors: 

17-inch square type (1,024 x 768 dots) 
19-inch square type (1,280 x 1,024 dots) 
23-inch wide type (1,920 x 1,080 dots) 
27-inch wide type (1,920 x 1,080 dots) 
65,536 colors (32 colors for graphic display) 

Printer (optional) Printing method: 
Print speed 
Paper size: 
Print colors: 

Semiconductor laser beam operation with dry electrophotography / inkjet 
4 pieces full-color/minute 
A4 single-cut 
65,536 colors 

Management Integration Server 
(MIS) 
 
  MIS instead of SMS and DSS 

is applicable to the building 
management system with 
5,000 objects or less. 

CPU: 
Main storage capacity: 
Auxiliary memory unit: 
OS: 
Max. BACnet objects 
Communication: 
Dimensions (mm): 
Rated input voltage: 
Allowable voltage range: 
Time backup: 

32 bit 
SDRAM 512 MB 
SSD 
Linux 
5,000 objects 
BACnet/IP (ETHERNET: 100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T 1 port) 
130 (W)  140 (H)  120 (D) 
100 V AC to 240 V AC 
90 V AC to 264 V AC 
72 hours 

Data Storage Server 
(DSS) 

CPU: 
Main storage capacity: 
Auxiliary memory unit: 
OS: 
Max. BACnet objects 
Communication: 
Dimensions (mm): 
Rated input voltage: 
Allowable voltage range: 
Time backup: 

32 bit 
SDRAM 512 MB 
SSD 
Linux 
30,000 objects 
BACnet/IP (ETHERNET: 100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T 1 port) 
130 (W)  140 (H)  120 (D) 
100 V AC to 240 V AC 
90 V AC to 264 V AC 
72 hours 

SDRAM: synchronous dynamic random-access memory   SSD: solid-state drive 
Note: 
*1 Equivalent follow-on CPU is also acceptable. 
*2 Number of simultaneous logins can be increased depending on the system. Ask our salesperson if needed. 

Even in this case, number of simultaneous logins for the security menu operation is limited to 5 except for the security alarm dashboard. 
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Table 14.  Specifications of the system components (2/3) 
Item Specification 

System Management Server 
(SMS) 

CPU: 
Main storage capacity: 
Auxiliary memory unit: 
OS: 
Max. BACnet objects: 
Communication 
Dimensions (mm): 
Rated input voltage: 
Allowable voltage range: 
Time backup: 

32 bit 
SDRAM 512 MB 
SSD 
Linux 
30,000 objects 
BACnet/IP (ETHERNET: 100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T 1 port) 
130 (W)  140 (H)  120 (D) 
100 V AC to 240 V AC 
90 V AC to 264 V AC 
72 hours 

System Core Server 
(SCS) 

CPU: 
Main storage capacity: 
 
 
 
OS: 
Max. data points: 
Communication to 

the host system: 
the remote units: 

 
 
 
Dimensions (mm): 
 
Rated input voltage: 
Allowable voltage range: 
Time backup: 

32 bit 
SDRAM 128 MB, CompactFlash memory 256 MB (for the models of SCS for 
LonTalk, and SCS for PLC) 
SDRAM 256 MB, CompactFlash memory 512 MB (for the models of SCS for 
NC-bus, SCS for NC-bus/Modbus/CPL/BACnet, dual redundant SCS, and 
SCS for redundant NC-bus) 
Linux 
1,000 points 
 
BACnet/IP (ETHERNET 10 BASE-T/100BASE-TX) 1 channel 
LC-bus (LonTalk protocol) 4 lines (2 channels) 
NC-bus 4 lines (Line A/B with redundant function) 
NC-bus/Modbus/CPL/BACnet 
* Modbus/CPL/BACnet devices are logically managed by SCS. 
100 (W)  140 (H))  106 (D) 
130 (W)  140 (H)  106 (D) (for redundant line A/B) 
100 V AC to 240 V AC 
90 V AC to 264 V AC 
72 hours 

PARACONDUCTOR CPU: 
Main storage capacity: 
OS: 
Max. data points: 
Communication to 

the host system: 
the remote units: 

 
Dimensions (mm): 
 
Rated input voltage: 
Allowable voltage range: 
Time backup: 

32 bit 
SDRAM 128 MB, CompactFlash memory 512 MB 
Linux 
500 points 
 
BACnet/IP (ETHERNET 10 BASE-T/100BASE-TX) 1 channel 
NC-bus 2 lines (Line A/B with redundant function) 
TIA/EIA-485 
100 (W)  140 (H))  106 (D) 
130 (W)  140 (H)  106 (D) (for redundant line A/B) 
100 V AC to 240 V AC 
90 V AC to 264 V AC 
72 hours 
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BACnet/IP network Communication speed: 
Protocol: 
Wiring: 

10 Mbps / 100 Mbps / 1000 Mbps 
BACnet/IP 
TIA/EIA-568 Category 5 or above 0.5  4P for 10/100 Mbps 
TIA/EIA-568 Enhanced Category 5 or above 0.5  4P for 1000 Mbps 
Optical cable (GI cable) 

BACnet MS/TP Communication speed: 
Protocol: 
Wiring: 

9.6 kbps / 19.2 kbps / 38.4 kbps / 76.8 kbps 
BACnet MS/TP 
Shielded twist-pair  2P (22 AWG or 24 AWG), max. 1200 m long 

Modbus TCP Communication speed: 
Protocol: 
Wiring: 

10 Mbps / 100 Mbps / 1000 Mbps 
Modbus TCP 
TIA/EIA-568 Category 5 or above 0.5  4P for 10/100 Mbps 
TIA/EIA-568 Enhanced Category 5 or above 0.5  4P for 1000 Mbps 
Optical cable (GI cable) 

Modbus RTU Communication speed: 
 
Protocol: 
Wiring: 

Select the speed in accordance with the lowest communication speed among 
Modbus RTU devices in connection. 
Modbus RTU 
TIA/EIA-485 (3-wire), max. 100 m long 

AWG: American Wire Gauge 
TIA/EIA: Telecommunication Industry Association/Electronic Industries Alliance 
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Table 14.  Specifications of the system components (3/3) 
Item Specification 
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LC-bus Communication speed: 
Protocol: 
Wiring: 

78 kbps 
LonTalk protocol 
TIA/EIA-568 Category 5 or above 0.5  4P, max. 900 m long (lines 1 + 2) for 
bus network 

LS-bus Communication speed: 
Protocol: 
Wiring: 

78 kbps 
LonTalk protocol 
TIA/EIA-568 Category 5 or above 0.5  4P, max. 900 m long (line 1) for bus 
network 

NC-bus Communication speed: 
Protocol: 
Wiring: 

4.8 kbps 
Dedicated protocol 
JCS IPEV-S, max. 500 m long (1 km long with repeater) 

SC-bus Communication speed: 
Protocol: 
Wiring: 

4.8 kbps 
Dedicated protocol 
TIA/EIA-568 Category 3 or above 0.5  4P, max. 1 km long  

CPL Communication speed: 
 
Protocol: 
Wiring: 

4.8 kbps / 9.6 kbps / 19.2 kbps / 38.4 kbps (Acceptable communication speed 
may differ depending on the specification of the CPL devices in connection.) 
Dedicated protocol 
TIA/EIA-485 (3-wire), max. 100 m long 

JCS: Japanese Electric Wire and Cable Makers’ Association Standards 
 
Recommended Specifications of PC platform for FMS 

Table 15.  Recommended specifications of PC platform for FMS 
Items Specifications 

Operating System Qualified and fully operational: 
 Microsoft Windows 10 Pro 
 Microsoft Windows Server 2012 

Browser Microsoft Internet Explorer version 11.0 
Recommended minimum PC 
configuration 

 Recommended PC Platform: Latest model of Dell Optiplex (in case of using 
Microsoft Windows 10 Pro). 

 CPU: Intel Core i5 or faster 
 Main storage capacity: RAM 4 GB or more 
 Hard disk drive (HDD): 500 GB or more 
 DVD-R Drive 
 USB port: 4 ports and above 
 Software: Microsoft Excel 2019 
 Optional: RAID card, Additional network card 
 UPS: It's required to protect HDD of PC and can be shared with other systems. 

RAID: redundant arrays of independent disks 
 
Service Parts of savic-net FX System Components 
MIS, SMS, DSS 

Table 16.  Service parts of MIS, SMS, DSS 
Service part Service life 

Nickel-hydride battery (for system shutdown) 4 years 
Main unit 10 years 

(The nickel-hydride battery must be replaced within the above service lives.) 
 

SCS 
Table 17.  Service part of SCS 

Service part Service life 
Nickel-hydride battery (for saved data backup) 4 years 
Main unit 10 years 

(The nickel-hydride battery must be replaced within the above service life.) 
 

Periodic maintenance or replacement is required for other service parts of the remote units, UPS (uninterruptible power system), 
and other components. Ask our salesperson for details. 
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Infilex, PARAMATRIX, and savic-net are trademarks of Azbil Corporation in Japan or in other countries. 
Adobe and Acrobat Reader DC are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe in the United States and/or other countries. 
BACnet is a registered trademark of ASHRAE. 
CompactFlash is a trademark of SanDisk Corporation, registered in the United States and other countries. 
Dell and OptiPlex are registered trademarks of Dell Inc. in the United States and other countries. 
Excel, Internet Explorer, Microsoft®, Microsoft Edge, Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and 
other countries. 
Intel and Intel Core are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and other countries. 
Linux is the registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other countries. 
LonTalk is a trademark of Echelon Corporation registered in the United States and other countries. 
Oracle and Java are registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates. Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. 
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